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After licking her physical and emotional wounds for several months, Charity Styles finally has a shot

at redemption when her handler offers her a mission. It's dangerous, sure, but Charity also knows

that it's meant as a test of her self-control.In the jungles of Venezuela, a land baron controls the

native population with an iron fist ... and a security team with over-indulged libidos and quick trigger

fingers. The indigenous people live in fearâ€”all but one old shaman, who has a vision of the future.

A vision that includes piranha and crocodiles.Charityâ€™s target is a single man. But when she

learns of the atrocities committed by the land baron, and the carnage inflicted on the defenseless

Wanadi people by his security team, will she stop at that? Can she keep her blood-lust in check this

time?
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The second installment of Charity Stiles doesn't disappoint. The story is tighter and the buildup to

the final scene is slow and simmering. I enjoyed her hook up with Rene as a small diversion en



route to the main event. The addition of her piloting skills added an adrenaline rush to the slower

moving plot of sailing.This time around, the introduction of the Alexanders felt a little contrived.

There could have been a little more development there or leave it out all together. Just saying.I'm

glad McDermitt got to the truth as to her situation finally. I liked the small involvement of him in this

story I hope that is expanded on in some way in the future story lines, even though they're two

separate characters. More interaction, even limited would be a good thing.All in all a good read.

I was awaiting the release of the second book of the Charity franchise by Wayne Stinnett.I am an

easy win, since his character, Charity, corresponds to what I am chasing amongst all authors' plots:

a woman assassin.Already reported by a reader of the first book, the author has a first hand

knowledge of wind sailing, and he seems to like dispensing it to his readers. Some of you may find it

annoying, or maybe it feels like a "fill". I do not have a problem with it. Now Charity also excels at

piloting a Helicopter, but thankfully, we are not patronized with all the details of what it take to fly a

Huey, if excepted for the cyclic and the collective.As with the first book, the adventure is set around

the Latin America region, and then again, I must praise Wayne Stinnett for having done is

homework. He knows the geography and local themes pretty well as shown in his descriptions of

the places.The third book is slated to come later this year, and I will look forward to reading it. I like

the main character, even if I wished she would not spend so much time on her sail boat. :-)

While have really liked the Jesse McDermitt series, I have been having a harder time enjoying the

Charity Styles spinoff. With the second book I still find Charity a bit two dimensional. I think I

understand the rendezvous with the yacht in the beginning where she helps the boat with an

overheating engine to get to port safely as an attempt to show us the human side of Charity, but it

went on too long.The story concept was good. The solution was done well. She did not leave a trail

of collateral damage and helped a village solve its own problem.

First I can't wait for book 3. Fast packed action great story. I liked the way Wayne Stinnett added the

Nazi WWII part. FYI the jungle grows daily. If you don't stay on top of it the jungle takes over.I'm a

Nay Brat, my dad was stationed on Trinidad 65-67. I was there for 1 year. Also, he was stationed on

Guantanamo Bay 52-54 then again 67-69. Yes I was born on GITMO.I liked the way 2 places I lived

Wayne Stinnett wrote about in his story. Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ

Good story line. Harking back to WWII and nazi soldiers that disappeared near the end of the war.



Cleared up some hanging story lines from prior books in the Fallen series, and left a couple stories

hanging. Enjoyable read. Plenty of adventure and some deserved retribution meted out.

Ruthless Charity does a great job of fleshing out Charity as a person and I love the way her name

and family history are revealed. The story has lots of great detail which is something I love in a

story.I have not read all of Wayne's work but I'm reading as fast as I can! I highly recommend that

you get started and promise you'll soon be hooked. ENJOY!

Wayne has once again taken us on fast paced, exciting,and well written journey as seen through

the year of his lead character. If you stumbled onto this book independently, take the opportunity to

go back and read the earlier book in this series, and start with the earlier series is was spun off

from. You will get to know a great cast of characters, and see what a great author can do to

entertain you over and over again!

Charity's character is still evolving and the first part of the book helps with that, helping us to

understand what drives her. Great story, characters and action. Wayne's descriptions had me

feeling like I was there, and I wanted to be there helping Charity. Did not want to put this book down.
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